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1. INTRODUCTION 

Thank you to have chosen a Fimars product. A careful reading of this manual and its compliance is recommended to preserve product and its safety 

requests for a long period.  

This machine have to be installed and used by qualified personnel, which knows national and plant safety regulations in the installation country. 

Noncompliance of the following instruction will invalidate any applicable guarantee. 

Must be moreover completed by legislative and technical rules in force of country where the product will be installed 

Following instructions does not replace any plant regulation or further additive limitations, even not legislative released as safety instruction. 

For a correct manage and maintenance please follow scrupulously the recommendations in this manual. 

They must have to be read by technician and maintenance personnel. 

Should be stored in a safe and dry place, easy to find and available for further questions in case of needs.  

To permit recognition of important indications, please maintain this manual in good conditions (eventually by replacing them) the 

following alerts present directly on the machine: 

 Machine data sticker 

 Arrow which indicates motor rotation direction 

 Mantainance and service stickers 

1.1. RESPONSABILITY LIMITATIONS 

Missed observance of rules present in this manual will raise Fimars by any responsibility. 

For any further question, which not comprehended in this manual, please contact Fimars technical support.  

Dissassembling or alteration in general will invalidate the guarantee and raise Fimars by any further responsability for persons or 

object damage.  

FIMARS will be non-responsible also: in following cases: 

- Wrong installation; 

- Improper machine use; 

- Missing observance of installation country rules; 

- Missing maintainance or maintenance executed incorrectly; 

- Non original spare parts or spare parts not specified for the requested machine  

- Due to force majeure damages. 

1.2. VALIDITY  

Following manual is valid for this version of NEO series: 
Type: 2,4,5, 7,10,5,10,5, 16,22,11,23,34,48,19,40,60,84,26,55,82,116,46,96,144,204,69,145,215,305,95,201,301,425. 
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1.3 CE CONFORMITY DECLARATION 

 
 

 
Fimars SA , Via Bagutti 5 6900 Lugano- Svizzera 

Tel. + 41 912103529 / +41 779742863  Fax: +41 912103530  
 Email: Info@fimars.com Sito: www.fimars.com 

 
 
 

CE CONFORMITY DECLARATION 
Attachment IIA – 2006/42 CE 

 

METERING PUMP SERIES NEO 

 
Fimars SA, declare under his own responsability that the referred product is compliant 
to the following directives: 

 

 

 Machine directive 2006/42 CE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 ENVOIREMENT AND SAFETY REQUESTS 

2.1 ICONS AND SUGGESTS IN THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS 

Metering pumps are machines composed by dangerous parts, so:  

 Improper use or tampering, 

 
  
 

 
 

 

mailto:Info@fimars.com
http://www.fimars.com/
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 Safety devices removal or disconnection, 

 Missing or infrequent maintainance 

Can provide critical damage to object and personnel  

In particular, the staff must be informed about danger deriving from: 

Malfunction and/or damages to device or personnel. 

Explosions. 

Parts in tension 

 In rotaion or movement parts 

In pressure and/or corrosive  pumped fluid  

Hot surface 

2.2 POTENTALLY EXPLOSIVE AREA USE 

NEO metering pumps in STANDARD version ARE NOT adequate for potentially explosive areas! 

ATTENTION: classified area version must be ordered for this kind of use! In ATEX area can be used ONLY machines in ATEX 

execution with flameproof motor .This machines are suitable for Group II category 3, in 2/22 Zone pourpose (no risks during normal 

use) 

ATTENTION: In any case NEO metering pumps ARE NOT suitable for use in zone 0/20 or 1/21 ! 

PLEASE NOTE: Per For ATEX version in addendum to this manual must be observed rules indicated “safety instructions for 

ATEX areas” ( in attachment for ATEX exections)  

2.3 SAFETY VALVE  

ATTENTION: Plunger metering pumps are volumetric pumps that MUST HAVE an external safety valve installed on the 

discharge pipeto protect from overpressures. Working pressure can’t in any case pass the max admit pressure indicated on the 

pump sticer, even during safety valve discharge. 

2.4 SUITABILITY AND CHEMICAL COMPATIBILITY CHECK 

NEO metering pumps can used only for liquid dosing. 

All pumps are supplied second the in agreement to order request. 

PLEASE NOTE: any different use that agreeded with Fimars during the order is not appliable and cause guarantee dissolution. 

2.5 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY NOTE:  

If correctly installed and connected directly to the power plant, Mia metering pumps respect the limit indicated by electromagnetic rules (EMC – 

generic rules for industrial facilities). 

Pumps with inverter connection or other electrical components have to be ordered for this use. Customer have to take care 

about checks and expedients to respect rules limit. 
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2.6. NOISE LEVELS 

Noise levels checked in agreement to European rule 2006/42/CE are reported in following. Check method utilized is the same described by UNI EN 

ISO 3744:2010 rule. 

Table value is referred to pumps used within the limits of use and installed accordingly with the instructions contained in the present operating 

manual. 

METALLIC / PLASTIC LIQUID END MATERIAL 

Pump model Noise pressure level 

NEO 116 < 70 dB(A) 

NEO 425 < 75 dB(A) 

Employer will have to take care about technical and safety measures needed to reduce risks derived by daily exposition to noises into work 

environment.  

2.7. VIBRATIONS  

NEO metering pump series are not “human direct contact machines”. Vibrations created are not substantial if installed respecting this manual. They 

result anyway under 2,5 m/s2 and are not able to create dangerous situations. In case of significant vibration, stop the machine immediately and 

contact maintenance service. 

2.8. HOT SURFACE 

During the normal utilizations, some pump parts can become hot, particularly near the motor and its flage. Please check that the motor can 
be sufficiently ventilated and that near objects or sunrays will not irradiate it additional heat. 
 

3 TRANSPORT, MOVEMENT AND STORAGE 

3.1. RECEIVEMENT CHECK 

Fimars metering pumps are supplied packaged with materials, which protect them during the transportation by accidental damage.  
In any case, during the reception of the package, Customer should have to verify package integrity. 
In case of damages, that will have to be notified to transporter, and writed to the transport ID 

In case of damages, before than start the machine, please contact technical assistance.  

3.2. STORAGE  

Fimars recommends to storage the machines on their original package. 

In any case if not immediately used, pumps have to be stored with adequate protections in warm environment, dry, clean, with no vibration into a 

preserved by natural events. Also, have to be protected by terrain humidity by using a raised plan (a pallet for example). 

If the temperature wold be under 0°C, please be sure that it won’t reach -20°C. 

If the machine will not be used for a long period, Fimars recommends to load the oil to preserve internal components by oxidation. 

NOTE: When the pump contains oil, DO NOT CAPISIZE it! Oil would be lost!  

To avoid damages or capsizing, if no specifically reported, do not superimpose the pakages. Be sure that the plan is able to support package weight. 

Before than used, keep the machine in warm temperature for few hours to stabilize its temperature.  

Notice pre-emptively special storage conditions for an adequate package. 

3.3. MOVEMENT AND RAISING  

Fimars standard package can be reutilized as formed to the machine with it has delivered. We suggest to conserve in case of further transports. 

During the transport, pumps have to be adequately secured and packaged to protect contens by accidentaly hits, falls, or exposition to 

humidity. A particular attention is reccomended to the pump connection.  

Before than transport, the oil has to be discharged. Every Fimars pump is supplied with a 25 cc plastic container that can be re utilized , but in any 

case after the firs open the cap will have to be sealed with adhesive tape to avoid further loss of oil.  

Standard version (manual adjustment) of NEO metering pumps does not pass a 15kg of weight, and can be moved by hand. In case of special 

executions, please use an adequate device (trans pallets, forklift, tackle etcetera) in base of packages dimension and weight. 
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ATTENTION: DO NOT grab the machines by their connections! This can damage the pump in irremediable way and 
cause leaks and malfunctions!  

3.4. STANDARD PACKAGE 

Every Fimars pump is packaged into a carton box with an appropriate protection guaranteed by a lather system, which completely envelop 
the machine during its transport and movement. When the package is opened, is IMPORTANT to vibrate the cap that contains the pump before 
than remove it to avoid falls or ruptures. 
 

 

 
 

 

3.5. PACKAGE DISPOSAL  

Our standard shipping protective cap can be disposed as inert refuse and is not recognized like dangerous. In any case, if correctly conserved, can 
be used for further machine transports because it keeps the form of hosted machine.  

4. DESCRIPTION 

Neo metering pumps are composed by:  

 A monophasic or traipses electric motor in alternative current; 

 A gearbox which determinate pump stroke/min; 

 A liquid end chemically compatible with the pumped fluid;  

 A stroke adjustment from 0 to 100% that can be used to obtain a requested flow rate.  
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4.1  DATA STICKER  

Every pump has a data sticker that report several important machine information: 

   

1 = Pump code 

2 = Max guaranteed flow rate (l/h) 

3 = Max working pressure (Bar)  

4 = Pump serial number. 

5 = Item (if expected) 

 

ATTENTION: Mintain in readeble conditions the data sticker, in case by preserve it with a valid protection.   

 Reported data will be necessary in case of spare parts request, maintainance informations or technical assistance.  

 Nerver remove the sticker by its original position . 

 Do not edit or falsify reported data.  

4.2 PUMP CODIFY 

The code reported in pos. 1 (Model) is the same that is utilized on catalogues and every time an unique machine identify is needed.  

This code means:  

 

1: Machine series 
 

NEO 100 V33 FA M.. A.. 

 

2: Max flow rate in l/h  

3: Liquid end materials (table in following) 

4: Flanges (Only on flanged machines) 

5: NON STANDARD motor 

6: NON STANDARD adjustment 

Some parts of codification could be different and have some variations.  If in special version indicated materials will be indicated on sticker, second 

the following table. 

4.2.1 LIQUID END MATERIALS 

In order of permit the optimum chemical compatibility, components inside the liquid end (seat, guide, valve, O-rings and pump head) can be 
composed in different materials. Liquid end codification is composed as following table: 

PUMP HEAD BALL VALVE SEAT O-RING GUIDE 

B PP 0 PIREX 0 PVC 0 EPDM 0 PVC 

A AISI-316L 1 CERAMIC 1 CERAMIC 1 PTFE 1 CERAMIC 

S SAF-2205 2 PTFE 2 PTFE 2 FPM 2 PTFE 

V PVC 3 AISI-316L 3 AISI-316L 3 KARLEZ 3 AISI-316L 

C PVC-C 4 HASTELLOY B 4 HASTELLOY B 4  4 HASTELLOY B 

F PVDF 5 HAST.C-276 5 HAST.C-276 5  5 HAST.C-276 

T PTFE 6 RUBY 6 INCOLOY-825 6  6 INCOLOY-825 

Y INCOLOY-825   7 ALLOY 20 7  7 ALLOY 20 

H HAST.C-276   8 PVDF 8  8 PVDF 

L ALLOY-20   9 PVC-C 9  9 PVC-C 

N TITANIUM         

 

+41 912103529 +41 912103530 
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4.3 FUNCTION PRINCIPLES  

Plunger metering pumps of NEO series have a spring return mechanism. Their movement is generated by an elecric motor trough a gearbox which 

allows the rotation of an eccentric shaft that axially push a pushing rod connected to the plunger, and generating in this way the prompt phase. Rod 

return is realized during the suction phase by a spring. Alternative motion produced by this system permit suction and delivering of the liquid trough 

the liquid end with a movement so similar to a syringe piston. 

Through the adjustment located behind of the machine can be modified the drive distance of the pushing rod and consequently the quantity of liquid 

introduced in the process. For this reason, NEO metering pumps are comprehended into a variable displacement volumetric pumps group. 

Cause of the alternative motion, NEO pumps flow rate is not constant but pulse. Pushing rod alternative motion deform the mechanical diaphragm 

and the resulting action of valves define the flow direction. 

Theorical flow rate match with pumping part inducted volume.  

Effective flow rate is lower cause of the volumetric efficiency of the pump, and depend by pump type and dimensions, liquid nature and viscosity 
and working pressure. 
 

                                                                  

 

                                           

 

                                        
                                                 
 

4.4 USE RESTRICTIONS  

Admittable project temperature Ta for all pump types is comprehended between -10 °C and +40°C  

Maximum temperature of pumped fluid depends by the liquid end material (as well as the fluid own characteristics) 

NOTE: Periodically check the respect of temperatures limits!  

Motor power indicated on its plates is referred at an altiude lower tan 1000m a.s.l. and temperature comprehended +5°C and 

+40°C.  

In case of installation at higher altitude than 1000m a.s.l., the  motor power will be proportionally reduced, second the following 

scheme:                                                         
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4.4.1 PREDICTED USE 

NEO metering pumps are dispatched to a liquid dosing. (ambient temperature or heated) and are suitable for a non-continuous use 12/24 h/day and 

can be used for the following applications: 

- Water and waste water treatment;  

- pharmaceutical manufacturer;  

- Food industrial and agroindustrial; 

- Paper mills; 

- Cleaning products manufacturing and dosing;  

- CIP plants; 

-  Potabilization plants. 

    Any other use must be considered “IMPROPER USE” and is not admitted. FIMARS decline any responsibility for further 

damages, and will proced to invalidate any type of warranty on the machine.  

4.4.2 RATIONALLY PREDICTED WRONG USE  

Following uses of NEO pumps have to be considered incorrect: 

- Without a safety valve immediately installed after the discharge valve and in any case before than any other accessory  

- Used to dosing different products than specifically indicated  

- In corrosive and stagnate atmosphere enclosed in not sufficiently ventilated area. 

- Pressure dosing without manometer installed  (see discharge pipe- Manometer) 

- Powered by inverter or other electric devices (if not specifically requested for this use) 

- With motor faster than original (different poles)  

- In potentially explosive areas (if not specifically requested for this use) 

NOTE: Customer is obligated, before than installation, to check that the pump is valid for the purpose. In case of questions, 

please contact FIMARS at info@fimars.com.  

4.4.3 FORBIDDEN USE 

It has to consider forbidden use NEO pumps in mining plants or under water. 

 It is also forbidden:  

 The utilization without or sabotated safety device 

Use STANDARD version machines in ATEX areas 

Use the NEO pumps in ATEX version in 0/20 – 1/21 explosive zones 

  

mailto:info@fimars.com
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4.5 FLOWRATE ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM 

NEO pumps flow rate adjustment is continuous and regular and can be modified with stopped or working machines. It’s easiest anyway to do when 

the pump is working, especially with large diaphragm pumps version. 

4.5.1 MANUAL ADJUSTMENT WITH KNOB AND LINEAR VERNIER 

NEO metering pumps have been supplied in standard version with manual micrometric adjustment. Thanks to this adjustment is possible to manage 

the flow rate in precise way, with a fixed stroke progress of 1 mm every round. This means that if the pump stroke is 4mm, you will be able to 

complete the entire stroke in 4 complete rounds from 0 to 100% that can be divided in parts thanks to numbers on the knob. 

4.6 TECHNICAL DATA 
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OPTIONAL 
FLANGED 

CONNECTIONS 
(UNI / ANSI) 

MAX MIN 3PH 1PH 

NEO 2 

10 5 

2 0,2 

10 

34 

0,18 0,37 

30 

1/4" 
Bspf 

DN15 / 1/2" ANSI 
150 

NEO 4,5 4,5 0,5 71 

NEO 7 7 0,7 106 

NEO 10 10 1 150 

NEO 5 

15 

8,5 

5 0,5 34 

NEO 10,5 10,5 1,1 71 

NEO 16 16 1,6 106 

NEO 22 22 2,2 150 

NEO 11 

22 

11 1,1 34 

3/8" 
Bspf 

NEO 23 23 2 71 

NEO 34 34 3,4 106 

NEO 48 48 4,8 150 

NEO 19 

29 

19 2 34 

20 

NEO 40 10 4 71 

NEO 60 60 6 106 

NEO 84 84 8,4 150 

NEO 26 

34 

26 2,6 34 

NEO 55 55 5,5 71 

NEO 82 82 8,2 106 

NEO 116 116 11,6 150 

NEO 46 

45 

46 4,6 34 

10 
NEO 96 96 9,6 71 

NEO 144 144 14,4 106 

NEO 204 204 20,4 150 

NEO 69 

55 

8,5 

69 6,9 

7 

34 

10 

NEO 145 145 14,5 71 

NEO 215 215 21,5 106 

NEO 305 305 30,5 150 

NEO 95 

65 

95 9,5 

5 

34 

NEO 201 201 20,1 71 

NEO 301 301 30,1 106 

NEO 425 425 42,5 150 

 

Max flow rate values are referred to water at 25°5 and 250 a.s.l.  
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5 INSTALLATION 

5.1 GENERAL INDICATION:  

To permit an optimal pump operation is important that the axes of valves would result perfectly perpendicular to the floor.  

Protect the pump by plant pipes leakes and corrosion. NEO pump is able to transmit only into liquid end part! Please avoid 

installations of pipes or accessories over the machine. Also avoid installations in acid stagnant area which could heavily damage 

the pump! 

In case of outside installation please consider an adequate protection by direct action of eathered ( rain, sun, wind, dust and 

humidity) which could strongly reduce machine life. Consider moreover to utilize a roofing and or sliding panels that could 

prominently extend the machine working life.  

Consider sufficient space to permit machine inspection and maintainance.  

Take care about space in particular to liquid end, adjustment and motor.  

 
 

 

 

5.2 CONNECTION TO PLANT PIPES 

Do not install the pump directly to cement base. Use a metallic base and ensure that it result stable and levelled to avoid further vibrations.  

Pipes must have to be supported independently, their weight doesn’t have to lie on the pump in any way, because that will 

create tensions on the pump, ruptures and product leaking. Do not clamp excessively, in particular in plastic version liquid end. 

That will avoid further deformations or ruptures.  

To make a disassembling easiest, on discharge pipe consider deranges near the liquid end. 

Before than connect the pump to the plant an internal plant washing is requested, in particular on the supply tank  and 

suction pipe. Some welding rests and dirtness couldirremediably ruin the pump.  

 

5.3 ELECTRIC MOTOR CONNECTION  

 For ATEX executions refer only to ATEX specific manuals in attachment to the supply!!! 
NEO pumps supplied electric motor is a three phase at 230-400 V tension. Depending by the version, power can be 0,18 or 0,37 kW at 50/60 Hz.  
Before than connect the electric part, the customer have to ensure that the plant tension is compliant to motor plate, to avoid damages on electric 
parts.  
It is also recommended: 

 Installing always in agreement with the last safety norms.  
 Install all necessary motor protection devices install necessary motor protection devices (for example a thermal protected switch)   

NOTE: Fuses are not intended a sufficient motor protection!  
 Guarantee a sufficient space to permit motor cooling leaving at least 30 cm from walls and other objects. 
 Do not install standard motors into extreme hot environments (ambient temperature >40°C) or at higher altitude (1000 m a.s.l.). In this 

cases an over dimensioned motor will be needed to balance the loss of performance caused by working environment.  
 Verify cable gland dimensions and thithering. They have to be adequate to entering cables in order to preserve the electric motor box by 

external agents and guarantee the isolation  
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 Verify during the first start the rotation dense of the motor. It should turn in COUNTER CLOCKWISE direction if observed by the top. 

ATTENTION: a wrong cable gland or a wrong tightening can damage electric motor box, and compromise the 
motor isolation! In any case, ALWAYS connect the ground wire inside the motor box! 

 

                                                     

 

 
 

5.4 HYDRAULIC PART INSTALLATION  

Independently to everything written on this manual, the customer is obligated to respect disposal of the Country where the machine will be installed. 

In attachment, you can find a metering pump general installation scheme: 
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Metering Pump 

 

Safety valve 

 

Pulsation dampner 

 

Calibration pot 

 

Manometer 

 

Foot filter valve 

 

Filling system 

 

Counter pressure valve 

 
Filter 

 
Interception valve 

 

 

5.5 SUCTION PIPE  

 Pipe length should be reduced at minimum and be linear as possible, using, where necessary, high range turns. In any case don’t use 

more than 2,5 m (total of all parts by the pipe is composed). 

 For overhead installations never pass 1,5 m of maximum higher. 

 Presence of air bubbles on suction pipe compromise the activation. Syphon turns and fluid interruptions must be avoided . Also a 

particular attention have to be mentioned about the perfect seal hold.  

 Maximum liquid velocity can’t pass 0,7 m/s for viscosity until 100cPs. 

 Internal diameter of suction pipe have to be chosen in base of the pump flow rate second the following table: 

 

Maximum pump flow rate l/h Nominal reccomended Ø   

Qmax < 15 Ø 6 mm 

15 l/h < Qmax < 30 Ø 10 mm  

30 l/h < Qmax < 125  Ø 16 mm 

125 l/h < Qmax < 155  Ø 20 mm 

155 l/h < Qmax < 260  Ø 25 mm 

260 l/h < Qmax < 500  Ø 32 mm 

Qmax > 500  Ø 40 mm 

 

Note: In case of viscous liquid, keep as minimum suction pipe diameter the same of the pump connections. 

For an optimized installation of the suction pipeline, please consider the indications on the following table: 

WRONG CORRECT 
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FLUID HAS INTERRUPTED ON THE HIGHER PART OF THE 

PIPE . 

DIRT SEDIMENTS COULD STOP ON THE VALVES AND 

COMPROMISE THE SEAL. 

 

IN CASE OF MULTIPLE PUMPS SUCTION PIPE HAVE TO BE 

OVER DIMENSIONED. ALSO INSERT A VALVE THAT PERMIT 

TO EMPITY THE PLANT WHEN NEEDED. 

 

PUMPS DEACTIVATES BEFORE THAN REACH THE TANK 

MINIMUL LEVEL. 

 

INSTALL AND KEEP SUCTION PIPE UNDER THE TANK 

MINMUM LEVEL. 

  

 

PUMPS DEACTIVATES BEFORE THAN REACH THE TANK 

MINIMUL LEVEL TO AVOID AN OSTACLE 

 

 

PUMP SUCTION MUST BE CONSIDERED A PRIORITY 
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5.5.1 PROTECTION BY IMPURITIES: 

  IMPORTANT 

 
The pump is able to transmit suspended solid parts (not soluble) but this have to be considered a disturb for 
the plant because they could create obstructions and damages. 
In order to reduce this issue or further damages created by solid parts into the pipes, we recommend 
keeping the suction pipe at 10cm from the bottom of the tank and (excluded exceptional cases indicated in 

following) use an adequate tool to filter. 
Fimars suggest the installation of a filter with a mail congruent with the fluid used.  

ATTENTION!  

Filter installation is NOT RECOMMENDED in case of viscous fluid (like polyelectrolyte), or that easily crystalize (for example 
ferric chloride).  

5.5.2 LIQUIDS WHIT GAS EMISSIONS: 

Products with high emission of gas can provide corrosion and maintenance accessibility issues with a 
vertical suction pipe respect the tank. A side draw is recommended, ensuring to keep a soft slope to permit 
further gas escape by the side of the tank..  

 
  
 
 
 
 

5.5.3 CALIBRATION POT: 

Installed on suction pipe, derivate between tank and pump, permit the calibration of effective pump flow rate in service during the normal use. 

5.6 DISCHARGE PIPE  

 Piping route must have to be as linear as possible and independently supported to avoid that weight and thermal expansions would deform 

the pump. 

 A T connection is strongly recommended to permit the installation of accessories like manometers, valves and pulsation dampener.  

 If the pump is installed under the level of the liquid taking, consider a counter pressure valve to avoid the syphon. 

 Discharge pressure have to be at least 0,5 bar more than suction pressure. 

For a correct discharge, pipe installation consider the following suggests: 

  

SYPHON CREATED IL BY LEVEL 

DIFFERENCE TEND TO TRANSMIT LIQUID 

IN NON CONTROLLABLE  

 

A COUNTER PESSURE VALVE WITH 

A PRESSURE >1 Bar CAN FIX THE 

ISSUE. 

 

ALTERNATIVELY, BREAK THE LIQUID 
TRANSMISSION AT AN HIGHER LEVEL 
RESPECT THE UMP LIQUID END.  

5.6.1 SAFETY VALVE  

NEO pumps are volumetic machines without any internal safety valve. For this reason is necessary to consider an external safety valve installed on 

discharge pipe near the pump and before than any other accessory to protect by any further pressure excess.  
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Missing installation of the safety valve can cause heavy damages to pump and plant! Working pressure can’t pass the 

maximum reported on the pump data sticker, even during the safety valve discharge.  

Safety valve discharge should be able to be monitored and conveyed in a tank to permit an immediate leaking alert. 

Even in case of free discharge, a safety valve installation is recommended to avoid high pressure excesses caused by: 

 Freezing obstruction or solidify or pumped fluid 

 Viscosity variations of the fluid (for example in case of variations of temperature) 

 Accidentaly flexible piping crushing  

 Other unpredictable risks that can create rapid and incontrollable pressure raising  

For a correct installation, consider the scheme below: 

 

 

 

 

WRONG CORRECT 

  

INTERCEPTION VALVE MUST HAVE TO BE ALWAYS AFTER TE SAFETY VALVE! 

  

 

 

SAFETY VALVE REFLUX ON SUCTION PIPE 

COULD DISTURB THE PUMP 

DISCHARGE THE SAFETY VALVE INTO THE DRAFT TANK OR INTO A 
DEDICATED PIPE WHICH PERMIT TO SEE ITS DISCHARGE SO THE 

MALFUNCTION. 

 

5.6.2 PULSATION DAMPENER 

The installation of a pulsation dampener improve the pump performance and also guarantee:  

 Protection against high pressure surges improving the machine long time duration 

 Continuous flow rate with a regular flux 

 Reduction of vibrations transmitted to discharge piping  

 Pump noise reduction  

NOTE: If the process needs a continuous flow rate, pulsation dampener is obligatory. 
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5.6.3 MANOMETER 

Allow to check the effective working pressure of the pump. It has to be installed on discharge pipe, near the pump and before than further pressure 

drops that could offset the right value. Periodical check of the manometer permit to recognize further obstruction events and prevent damages. 

Utilized manometer must be in adequate scale respect the utilized pressure (for example, for 8 bar working pressure pump, a 0-15 bar scale 

manometer is suggested) to have an easily readable value.  

6 START 

6.1 PRELIMINARY CHECKS 

 Check for further product leaks from the connections  

 Check accessories installations and their correct functionally.  

 Check correct interception valves functionality.  

 Check the absence of solidified or frozen parts into dosed product and pipes. 

 Ensure that the pump result sufficiently protected by external agents like sand, dust, corrosive substances, water, vibrations, tensions, 

humidity or thermic excursions .  

6.2 STARTING SEQUENCE 

1. Load the oil into the gearbox using the 25CC container supplied with the machine by the loading cap like shown on picture. In any case 
the right level matches about with the middle of the porthole oil transparent cap. 

2. Set the adjustment at 0% and start the motor, check the counter clockwise sense of rotation as indicated by the arrow. 
3. Gradually increase the adjustment to 50% by keeping at minimum the discharge pressure. Maintain this condition for at least 5 mins, and 

then increase to reach the 100%.  
4. Adjust the counter pressure valve to requested working pressure. 
5. Set the adjustment to process request, eventually compensate the pressure drop caused by the adjustment position inferior of 100%.  
6. During this first step, verify by using a manometer the effective pump working pressure. Maximum value cannot pass the pressure 

indicated on the pump sticker.  
7. Once the pressure has been set, verify that the current absorption coefficient indent to plate limits. 

ATTENTION! Pump generate the maximum pressure with adjustment set to 100%. Absorption coefficient  check have to be 

executed at maximum working pressure  

                 

OIL LEVEL CAP CHECK 

 

7 . MAINTAINANCE 

A regular pump maintainance is essential to permit pump safety and performance for a long period. Fimars maintainance program is structured on 

predicted use ( see 4.4, 4.4, 4.6), otherwise for extreme working envoirments an inspections increase is reccommended. For an easy and safe 

maintainance, Fimars suggest the use of its EAT (easy assembly tool) kit, shown below. 

 

 

Oil discharge 
tap 

Porthole cap 

 
Oil inlet cap 
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EAT1 EAT2  EAT3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1 MAINTAINANCE PROGRAM 

Fimars suggests a maintenance program frequency second the following table:  

INTERVENTION FREQUENCY  HOURS OF SERVICES 

Periodical visive check weekly 60  

Liquid end parts washing 
Before than any disassembling and in case of 

christalyzing fluids at any machine stop.  
variable 

Valves group replacement 24 months 8000 

Plunger replacement 60 months 40000 

Plunger gaskets replacement 12 months 4000 

Gearbox seals replacements 24 months 8000 

Gearbox oil replacement  24 months 8000 
 

7.2 PERIODICAL VISIVE CHECK 

Verify at least weekly: 

 Absence of pumped fluid / oil leaks. In case of seal or diaphragm rupture it appears in the bottom or diaphragm chamber, as indicated in 
figure:  

 Absence of abnormal noises or vibrations. 
 Correct Tightening Torque and further oxidation of electric parts, 
 Correct connections tightness  and their seals, 
 Power consumption limits respect and thermal protection set, 
 Oil level that should matches with the middle of porthole cap and the absence of oil leaks, 
 General machine Cleanliness  and the absence of fouling in particular nearly the motor, 
 Good general condition of paint, especially in corrosive environments. 

7.3 CAUTARY NOTES BEFORE THAN INTERVENTION 

Before than operate in any part of the pump: 

Stop the motor and disconnect the pump and any ausiliary connection to electric power. 

 Ensure the impossibility of accidentaly start. 

 Depressurize. Close suction and discharge interception valves, then empty the liquid end and piping parts in communication 

with any parts of liquid.  

 Waiting until the pump cooling down. ATTENTION: Electric motor could pass 50°C during its utilization. 

 Capillary wash the liquid end in contact with the pumped product with compatible substances utilizing an adequate protection. 

ATTENTION! Products remains trapped in the liquid end when the machine is stopped. So for a good cleaning is necessary to 

dismount valve groups and clean the pump head separately. Alternatively the washing flux have to be directed trough the suction 

valve with the same direction of the pumped fluid  when the pump works. 
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7.4 VALVE GROUP REPLACEMENT 

1. Disconnect the pump by suction and delivery pipes after an adequate wash. 

2. Unscrew valve groups by hand or EAT1 device if the liquid end is in plastic material. In case of metallic version, you can just unscrew 

the valve housing a wrench n. 27. 

3. Replace with the new valve groups, supplied by Fimars already pre-assembled following the indication of the sense of fluid, screwing using 

EAT1 or a n. 27 wrench tool second the liquid end material. Attention! In case of group reversing, the pump will not work! 

      ATTENTION: Do not use rib joint pliers to tighten the valve groups  to the liquid end, in especially for plastic liquid end 

version!  

Suction and delivery Valve kit can be recognized by the following  
DISCHARGE SUNCTION 

  

7.5 PLUNGER  MAINTAINANCE AND REPLACEMENT 

8. Disconnect the pump by the plant, and wash it. 
9. Unscrew the valve groups 

Washing fluid 
direction 
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10. Unscrew liquid end screws (Pos. 509) and remove the pump head (Pos.508), the pushing ring (519) and the spacer (522) 
11. Remove the plunger pin (524), then the plunger (Pos.510)  
12. Clean the internal part of the pump head (Pos.508) and plunger chamber (Pos.511) with particular attention to plunger staple zone.  
13. Mount the new plunger until the mechanical stop and fix it with the pin  
14. Replace plunger seal  
15. Mount the pump head following a star scheme screw lock to have a perfect balancement and with a torque of 5Nm  
16. Mount the valve Group 
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7.6 GEARBOX OIL CHECK AND REPLACEMENT. 

If during the visual check a contamination would be present, you should have anticipate the oil replacement. Load, unload and level oil caps are 
represented in figure at paragraph 6.2. 

  Chemical contamined lubrifications can cause anomaly use, corrosion and leaks from seals. Preferentially replace the entire 

oil load rather than top up the level.  

Use mineral oil with ISO viscosity index VG 320 (320 cSt a 40 °C or 23 °E a 50 °C). 

 

 

 

8 . MALFUNCTIONS AND FURTHER SOLUTIONS 

In attachment, you can find a list of common issues and possible solutions. 

ISSUE PROBABLY CAUSE FIX 

Unexpected flow rate decreasing 

 Air came in the suction pipe.  Check the pipe connection and 
tightening. 

 Air trapped on liquid end group  Increase and maintain for a short 
time the pump adjustment to 100% 
to evacuate the air 

 Exceeding suction pipe high  Decrease the length of suction 
pipe.  

 Elevated vapour pressure   Increase the external suction head   

 Elevated pumping temperature 
level 

 Increase the external suction head   

 Higher liquid viscosity level  Replace the suction pipe with an 
over dimensioned  

 Increase the external suction head   

 Exceeding tight  closing or tank 
without bleed 

 Execute a hole on the top of the 
tank 

 Suction pipe obstructed or close for 
interception 

 Check the suction pipe  

 Obstructed Filter   Clean or replace the filter. 

 Pump valves are dirt, worn or 
assembled in wrong way.  

 Check Cleanliness, worn and 
correct valves assembling. 

 Safety valve has set with a lower 
pressure.  

 Check if safety valve discharge.  

 Wrong adjustment set   Check ad in case set the 
adjustment. 

Product leaks 

 Plunger gaskets are weared   Replace plunger gasckets. 

 Required suction pressure is higher 
than delivery pressure.  

 Delivery pressure should be at least 
0,3÷0,5 bar higher than suction 
pressure. 

Irregular or higher than expected flow 
rate 

 Counter pressure valve is not able 
to open cause of impurities or set 
with a too lower pressure.  

 Check counter pressure valve 
conditions. 

 Pump valves jammed in open 
position.  

 Check the pump valves. Unmount 
and clean them accurately. 
Eventually replace the valve 
groups.  

Excessive gearbox or motor heating 

 Wrong electrical connections.  Check the electrical connections 
and motor absorption level. 

 Real working pressure higher than 
the max admitted pressure.  

 Install a manometer on delivery 
pipe and check for the real delivery 
pressure. In case, reduce the 
pressure to admitted value. 

 Delivery pipe contains section 
reductions that consistently 
increase the working pressure.  

 Reduce the working pressure or 
install a pulsation dampener to 
stabilize it and eliminate pressure 
peaks.  

 Pipes transmit vibrations to pump 
connections  

 Reduce the working pressure or 
install a pulsation dampener to 
stabilize it and eliminate pressure 
peaks. 

 Obstructed delivery pipe or closed 
by interception valve.  

 Check the delivery valve.  

 Counter pressure valve set as an 
higher than admitted pressure.  

 Check the counter pressure valve 
set.  

  Oil level too low or chemically 
contaminated. 

 Check and in case replace the oil 
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9 DECOMMITIONING, DISPOSAL AND DEMOLITION 

9.1 DECOMMITIONING 

Before than remove the pump from the plant, follow carefully the point 7.3 “CAUTARY NOTES BEFORE THAN INTERVENTION” Take particular 

care to wash the pump liquid end group.  

 Capillary clean all surface contaminated by chemical product with compatible substances and with an adequate protection. 

ATTENTION! The prodct rest trapped into the liquid end when the pump is stopped, so for an efficient cleaning a valve group 

dismount and a separated pumphead cleaning is suggested . Alternatively the washing flux must be directed trough the suction 

valve with the same direction of the flux when the pump is working, like indicated in point 7.3. 

9.2 DISPOSAL AND DEMOLITION 

Pumps are composed by some metallic and plastic parts, and mount an electric motor. Gearbox contains oil and it is painted with a dust base paint 

It is user responsibility to respect every Country norm for a correct disposal and demolition regards all further waste created during machine 

maintenance, disposal or demolition. Missing observance of this rules can provide administrative or criminal penalties. 

Before than demolish a pump or dismount for a parts disposal:  

1. Follow carefully points 7.3 and 9.1, and take care about the liquid end cleaning and connections. 

2. Completely unload the oil unscrewing the red cap and retrieve it into the supplied oil container or in an adequate alternative.  
3. Carefully clean the internal of the gearbox with appropriate products ensuring to remove all present oil traces. 

  Only if accurately cleaned, maintainance or demolition waste can be considered “special wastes”. Otherwise they have to 

be threated like “dangerous wastes”  

  Wastes type mixing is absolutely prohibited!!  

  Avoid environment or sewer release of products.  

To preserve the enviroment Fimars reccomeds to separe all machine components, clean, ad leave them to specialized recycling consortiums and 

companies.In the following table are repesented NEO pump components:  

 

POS. MATERIAL NORMATIVE SIMBOL/CODE NOTE 

101 (Electric motor) Copper and other materials RAEE 160216 Electric Motor 

502, 121 Polypropylene 

 

 

126, 130 Alluminium 

 

Painted with dust base paints 

116, 117, 118, 119, 136 Prevalently Iron n. a. Ball bearings can be regenerated. 

103, 108, 120, 122, 123, 124, 

125, 127, 128, 129, 133, 134, 

501*, 505**, 506*, 508**, 

509, 512, 514, 515,524 

Iron 

 

*Only for B33 and A executions. 

**Only for A executions. 

102 Galvanized iron n.a.  

105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 

112, 113, 114, 115, 131, 132, 

135, 137, 510,503,504, 513, 

501^, 502^, 505^, 506, 

517,520,521,523 

Other plastic materials 

 

^Only for F executions 

104, 505, 508, 511,522 Glass fiber filled Polyoropylene 95 C/PP  
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507, 508,516,518,519 PVC 

 

 

Inside the gearbox Lubrificant Oil n.a. Attention! Dangerous waste not 

biodegradable Can be 

regenerated if leaved to 

specialized authorizated 

companies. 

Carton box package Recycled carton 

 

 

Package protective container   Can be reutilized or dismissed as 

inert waste. 
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10 . OVERALL AND SECTIONAL DRAWINGS 

Below are reported some extracts of overall and sectional pump drawings. Attention!  Please consider that this document could be modified in base 

of further improvements introducing, new models and new accessories. For this reason, we recommend to contact Fimars Customer service for the 

last version of these documents. 

 

 

 
RANZIA 
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11 . WARRANTY 

Fimars base guarantee, valid for all products, cover by all verified deficiencies for a period of 12 (twelve) use months or 18 (eighteen) months of 

dispatch document. In order phase is possible to request a warranty extension of 30 and 36 months within of necessary maintenance kits (see 7.1).  

In any case, warranty do not cover:  

1. Wearing susceptible parts caused by use beyond the normal condition of use (see 7.1, 4.5 e 4.4) 

2. Fimars personnel intervention, including travel expenses, room and board. 

3. Pump transportation costs to Fimars assistance point. 

4. Incorrect Machine installation respect this manual (see point 6) 

5. Tampered or disassembled machines, excluded predicted maintenance (see point 7) 

6. In case of extended guarantee if not adequately maintained second point. 7 

7. Machines where have been installed not Fimars original spare parts or customer custom produced parts. 

 ATTENTION! Fimars recommends to do not try to dismount or fix guarantee covered products , to avoid the guaranee cover 

invalidation. Contact pre-emptively Fimars customer service to obtain informations. 

11.1 REPAIRS TO FIMARS ASSISTANCE CENTER 

Before than send a pump to Fimars, Customer must have to comply with the following procedure: 
 

1. Contact Fimars to have information about nearest assistance point where the machine have to be sent, including a short description of 
the issue and sticker data (all fields), caring about the most important Serial number. 

2. Follow instruction of point 7.3 “Cautery notes before than intervention” and 9.1 “Dismission” having particular care to liquid end 
to wet parts cleaning. 

3. Empty the pump from the oil by unscrewing the drainage cap and retrieving it into the supplied container or in another adequate 
recipient. 

4. Package the machine in appropriate way to avoid ruptures during the transportation. If still available Fimars suggest to use its original 
package, with dismounted valve groups, which needs to be cleaned and packaged separately. 

5. Include a declaration of cleaned machine, which certificate that technicians for repairs can handle this machine safely. 
6. Every product have to be delivered in freight 

 

 
 
 
 

NOTE:_______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 
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LUBRIFICANT COMPARISON TABLE 

TYPE BRAND COMMERCIAL CODE  

      

CKC 320 AGIP BLASIA320 

CKC 320 API DT 320 

CKC 320 BARELLI GEP 320 

CKC 320 BELLINI RED R/4 320 

CKC 320 BERGOLINE BERGOLED EP 320 

CKC 320 BP ENERGOL GR-XP 320 

CKC 320 CASTROL ALPHA SP 320 

CKC 320 COMLUBE OLGEAR EP/CKC 320 

CKC 320 ELF REDUCTELF SP 320 

CKC 320 ERGOLINE PRESSUS 320 

CKC 320 ESSO SPARTAN EP 320 

CKC 320 EURAL ELTON EP 320 

CKC 320 FIAT LUBRIFICANTI BAKU R 320 EP 

CKC 320 FINA FINA GIRAN 320 

CKC 320 FUCHS RENEP COMPOUND 320 

CKC 320 IGLEA RILEN EP 320 

CKC 320 IP IP MELLANA OIL 320 

CKC 320 KLOBER LAMORA 320 

CKC 320 LEVENIT  DELTA EP 230/320 

CKC 320 LUBRA DACTA EP 320 

CKC 320 MOBIL MOBILGEAR 632 

CKC 320 OLEOTECNICA ROTO EP 320 

CKC 320 PETROL CALTEX TAURUS WRP 320 

CKC 320 Q8 Q8 GOYA 

CKC 320 REINACH ERPOL EP 320 

CKC 320 ROLOIL EP 320 

CKC 320 SHELL OMALA 320 

CKC 320 SINCLAIR WARRIOR EP/NL 320 

CKC 320 FINOL SINLUBE GRS 320 

CKC 320 SPRINGOIL GEAR 320 EP 

CKC 320 STILMOIL GEAR POWER 320 

CKC 320 SYNECO PACEMAKER RODI 24 

CKC 320 TAMOIL CARTER EP LUBRIFICANT 320 

CKC 320 TENNEX FACTOR 320 

CKC 320 TEXACO MERC/PA 320 

CKC 320 TOTAL CARTER EP 320 

CKC 320 VABRIAL GEARLUBE EP 320 

CKC 320 VANGUARD GEARING EP 320 

CKC 320 VISCOL SIGNAL VL EP 320 

CKC 320 WLADOIL W. ENGINE 320 EP 

CKC 320 WYNN'S WYNOIL C 320 POL 320 N 

 

 

 
 


